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board and its advisors will gather once again to envision 
POPA’s growth plan for the next several years and to 
develop a path to ful�ll that vision. In preparation for 
this important activity, we welcome your input and 
want to hear from you. Feel free to contact me — or any 
of the board members — with thoughts or goals you 
would like to see considered in this process. Our contact 
information is listed elsewhere in this publication.

Finally, I have some very exciting news to share!  
�omas Bosshard and the team at PilBAL are gener-
ously welcoming us back to Broom�eld and Denver 
to host our 20th anniversary convention in 2016! It 
will be a celebration not to be missed. Laura Mason is 
working hard on the logistics now, and the dates will be 
released soon. We look forward to seeing you there!

In the meantime, your board thanks you for the 
opportunity to serve, and we look forward to another 
exciting year ahead! 

Safe travels and enjoy the journey,Safe travels and enjoy the journey,

Brian Cleary

W
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POPA’S VISION FOR 
THE FUTURE NOW 
TAKING SHAPE

As you probably know, the POPA Board is an all-
volunteer crew of six to seven people who serve for 
eight to 10 years, supported by a handful of dedi-
cated advisors. I look forward to continuing to work 
with this group of amazingly talented and motivated 
individuals who are passionate about your experi-
ence as an owner and/or pilot of a Pilatus aircra�. 
�ey genuinely care about the airplane, its safe and 
e�cient operation and you as a fellow owner and 
pilot. Every member views his or her commitment 
as an important task. �ey are here for you!  

Five years ago, we met to develop a vision for the 
future and to formulate a multi-year strategic plan.  
�e collective vision was a refocus on your needs as a 
member, safety of the �eet, reinvigoration of member-
ship growth, and a strong emphasis on training. �ose 
e�orts profoundly shaped POPA’s direction over the 
last several years and, consequently, your experience as 
a member. Positive results have ranged from the orga-
nization’s rebranding, website development, magazine 
format changes, launch of the UVAir card, and the 
Quad P program. Even a shi� in the convention format 
and speaker focus resulted directly from this e�ort.

It is time to refresh that vision. In late September, the 

Joe Howley 
leaves some big 
shoes to fill. As 

anyone who has 
served a diverse 

membership 
knows, balancing 
the interests of a 

large membership 
while maintaining 
a positive forward 
momentum can be 

a delicate task.

While I have had the pleasure of getting to know many of you over the years, 

W
While I have had the pleasure of getting to know many of you over the years, 

WI would like to introduce myself to those I’ve not yet had the chance to meet. WI would like to introduce myself to those I’ve not yet had the chance to meet. WI live in Florida, am a business owner and, since 2006, have operated WI live in Florida, am a business owner and, since 2006, have operated WSN733, a /47 aircra�, in pursuit of my business and personal interests. I WSN733, a /47 aircra�, in pursuit of my business and personal interests. I Wbecame active in POPA shortly a�er buying my aircra� and, at the conWbecame active in POPA shortly a�er buying my aircra� and, at the conW -
clusion of the convention in Albuquerque last June, assumed responsiWclusion of the convention in Albuquerque last June, assumed responsiW -
bility for leading our Board of Directors.  Wbility for leading our Board of Directors.  WJoe Howley leaves some big shoes to �ll. As anyone who has served a diWJoe Howley leaves some big shoes to �ll. As anyone who has served a diW -
verse membership knows, balancing the interests of a large membership while Wverse membership knows, balancing the interests of a large membership while Wmaintaining a positive forward momentum can be a delicate task. I think Wmaintaining a positive forward momentum can be a delicate task. I think Wyou will agree that Joe pulled that o� with aplomb and grace, while somehow Wyou will agree that Joe pulled that o� with aplomb and grace, while somehow W
making it look easy. His fellow board members thank him for all he accom-
plished and look forward to having him stay on as an advisor to the board for 
the next two years. Oh, and of course as our convention auctioneer forever!
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IPAD KNEEBOARD    
Tired of chasing your iPad around the 
cockpit? Sporty’s comes to the rescue 
with a collection of kneeboards that 
are custom-made for Apple’s electronic 
wunderkind. With an ear tuned to pilot 
feedback, the Batavia, Ohio, company 
has fashioned a collection of kneeboards 
to fit all iPad models. The popular Bi-fold 
(folds over to protect your iPad when 
not in use) also has an organizer sec-
tion with mesh pockets and a zippered 
compartment to store cables and screen 
cleaners. It can be adjusted for either 
portrait or landscape views. The Slimline 
is an even smaller solution for iPad use 
in the cockpit and also features horizon-
tal and vertical viewing. Find out more 
about these products at Sportys.com. 

EOS 5DS It’s really just amazing what’s happening to the quality of 
digital photos. �e new Canon EOS 5DS delivers your 

images in an astonishing 50.6 MP. �e wizards at Canon have 
developed a new ultra-high resolution full-frame chip that 
now bests the rest in capturing the most visual 
data. Sharpness and picture quality surpass 
everything else out there. �is professional-
grade digital single-lens re�ex camera comes 
with a laundry list of features and takes ad-
vantage of Canon’s full compliment of lenses.  
But 50.6 MP? Holy cow, that impressive! See 
the EOS 5DS at your local pro photo dealer 
or learn more at USA.Canon.com.
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New Products    

WEARABLE TECHNOLOGY
Apple isn’t the only company putting its weight behind a watch that’s 
smarter than the average bear.  Sony just announced SmartWear 3, a 
sleek, stainless-steel wristwatch designed to make your life just a little 
bit better. Sony’s new wearable technology gives you useful information 
at a glance. It could be flight information, tips based on your interests, 
alerts about your current location, or even text messages. You can also 
load music onto the SmartWear3. The device is happy to sync with your 
smartphone for extra capabilities, and new apps are becoming available 
all the time. Sony says user input is seldom necessary, but if you do need 
to interact with the device, you just talk to it. Like “open the pod bay door, 
Hal.” Get all the information at SonyMobile.com.

images in an astonishing 50.6 MP. �e wizards at Canon have 
developed a new ultra-high resolution full-frame chip that 
now bests the rest in capturing the most visual 

$100,000,000 of legal liability insurance now available 
from Lance Toland Associates for qualified, single pilot, 

owner-flown PC-12 operators.
 

Experience the difference first-hand with the defined 
leader in Pilatus insurance.

To learn more about proven knowledge based aviation insurance solutions contact  
Lance Toland at (770) 329-7200.

Lance@LanceToland.com • www.lancetoland.com
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Now this is a watch. The Breitling 
Emergency is equipped with a micro-Emergency is equipped with a micro-
transmitter alternately operating on transmitter alternately operating on 
two separate frequencies. It transmits two separate frequencies. It transmits 
a first digital signal on the 406 MHz a first digital signal on the 406 MHz 
frequency intended for satellites and frequency intended for satellites and 
lasting 0.44 seconds every 50 sec-
onds, plus a second analog signal on onds, plus a second analog signal on 
121.5 MHz for homing and rescue. The 121.5 MHz for homing and rescue. The 
Emergency features a user-friendly anEmergency features a user-friendly an-
tenna system housed in the lower part tenna system housed in the lower part 
of the watch and is manually deployed of the watch and is manually deployed 
on each side of the case. The whole on each side of the case. The whole 
concept of this watch required Breitling’s concept of this watch required Breitling’s 
collaboration with the aerospace industry to collaboration with the aerospace industry to 
create a new circuit board talented enough to 
broadcast on two frequencies, with the challenge of being able to fit it all 
into a wristwatch. The watch is happy in any temperature rfrom -20 degrees 
Celsius to +55 degrees Celsius and weighs a remarkable 140g. If you travel 
the extremes, learn more about the Emergency at Breitling.com.
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BORDER-CROSSING APP 
Unless you cross the border regularly in your aircraft, 

the rules, regs and procedures wrapped around our 

country’s eAPIS system can cause consternation. The 

law says that all pilots must use the Electronic Ad-

vance Passenger Information System to submit your 

manifest to U.S. Customs, both coming and going.

FlashPass is a free app that makes the process 

about as easy as it can be. Enter the required 

information — pilot, crew, passengers, emergency 

contact, aircraft, departure and destination info — 

and hit Send. The whole process takes about 30 

seconds. And because your data lives on the cloud, 

it’s accessible from anywhere in the world.

   You can try the app free for 30 days, then pay a 

yearly subscription of $60 for unlimited use. If your 

border crossings are infrequent, you can buy one 

trip at a time for just $3.99 or a five pack of mani-

fests for $15.99. Learn more at FlashPass.net.

You’ve kept it looking good this long. 
We’re not about to make you tear it up for ADS-B.

Garmin has a Vantage ADS-B solution that can work seamlessly with your system to keep you fl ying –
without requiring a time-and-money-consuming overhaul of your panel. A transponder upgrade paired 
with a GDL 88 with WAAS, Flight Stream gateway device and a tablet running Garmin Pilot™ will give 
 you all the advantages ADS-B has to offer. It’s the most advanced technology you can fi nd at a most  
cost-effective price. Installation can be easily fi t into scheduled maintenance with minimal downtime.  
So your aircraft can keep fl ying. And keep looking good.

See which easily installed Vantage ADS-B solution
is right for you at Garmin.com/ADS-B.
Or contact our ADS-B HelpLine at 1-844-GET-ADSB or ADSB@garmin.com.

©2015 Garmin Ltd. or its subsidiaries

ONE MORE REASON TO VISIT MOUNTAIN AIR
If you’ve never visited the Mountain Air Country Club in North Carolina, you should. No kid-
ding, it is one of the most beautiful facilities in the aviation world. And coming next month is a 
new reason to put that destination (2NCO) into your GPS.  Mountain Air is offering a weekend 
of special aviation seminars and other events Sept. 4-6.

The weekend event, Cleared for Take-Off Experience, features presentations by Richard 
Phillips from the FAA, George Perry from AOPA and Tom Freeman from the North Carolina 
Department of Transportation. Participants will qualify for Wings credit.

The Mountain Air runway — which is breathtaking — is just short of a mile high and ranks 
as the highest strip east of the Rocky Mountains. It’s paved, of course, and is nearly 3,000 feet 
long, no challenge at all for Pilatus pilots!  Pilots may also fly into nearby Asheville, N.C., and 
catch a shuttle to the country club, complements of Mountain Air.

Pilots must register to attend. Contact Marley Knowles at 828.682.1732 or by email at 
mknowles@mtnaircc.com. 

The Breitling The Breitling 
Emergency
The Breitling 
Emergency
The Breitling 

mailto:mknowles@mtnaircc.com
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By Scott C. Dennstaedt

A VISIT TO 
THE NASA 
ICE HOUSE

A I R F R A M E  I C I N G
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W hen it comes to icing research, there’s no better place to be than the NASA Glenn Research 
Center in Cleveland, Ohio. Recently I visited the Icing Research Tunnel (IRT) for a person-
alized tour and the chance to talk to several experts in the �eld of airframe icing.
    My tour was conducted by Andy Reehorst, who has 
worked at this location since becoming a college intern for 
NASA in the early 1980s. My goal was to learn more about 

the science associated with airframe icing, but Andy also gave me a historical per-
spective of the tunnel that was just as fascinating.  
  �e IRT was built just before the United States entered World War II. �e 
United States Army Air Forces �ew C-53 military transport aircra� (the military 
version of the DC-3) from India to China over the eastern end of the Himalayas, 
appropriately nicknamed �e Hump. �ey were losing planes to airframe icing, 
so as you might expect, this became a national priority.

In 1939, Charles Lindbergh had returned from Europe and chaired a committee on 
aeronautical research facilities. With the Europeans making signi�cant improvement 
in their engine design, he recommended building an engine-research laboratory in 
the United States. So on Jan. 23, 1941, the National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics, NASA’s predecessor, began to build the new Aircra� Engine Research Laboratory in Cleveland.
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Airframe IcingAirframe IcingAirframe IcingAirframe IcingAirframe IcingAirframe Icing

�e laboratory had an altitude wind tunnel 
that could run an engine at simulated altitudes, 
including low pressure and cold temperatures, 
courtesy of a large refrigeration plant next door. 
So it was very convenient to build an icing 
wind tunnel here as well.   

As you walk through the facility, you can tell 
it’s been around for quite a while. It’s as if you 
stumbled into a time machine and found your-
self back in the ‘40s and ‘50s. �e facility has 
been upgraded several times, as Andy pointed 
out, but it still gives you the feeling of a project 
that came out of World War II.

WHAT’S AN ICING RESEARCH TUNNEL?
�e IRT is a closed loop with a 5,000-hp fan 
using wooden blades made of spruce that can 
generate winds approaching 400 mph. Air in 
the tunnel can also be chilled to a frigid -40 
degrees Celsius, which is plenty cold enough to 
test all ranges of potential icing temperatures. 
�is is a bene�t of that refrigeration plant next 
door and huge evaporator coils in the tunnel 
laid out in the shape of a “W” to maximize 
surface area.
   �e “model” is the airfoil, or other aircra� 
component, being tested in the IRT. A wing, 
for example, is actually tilted on its side (up 
and down) primarily for convenience to work 
within the tight space of a portion of the tunnel 
called the test section. �e model is brought in 
from the outside through a huge bay door and 
lowered into the tunnel with a crane built into 
the facility. Aircra� manufacturers have used 
the tunnel extensively for a portion of their ic-
ing research and certi�cation-testing process.  
   Water, sent through spray bars positioned 
ahead of the model, is de-ionized �rst so that 
it is as pure as possible to keep it supercooled. 
Otherwise, the water would freeze into a solid 
before it hit the surface that was being tested.    
   I was surprised to learn that the IRT can-
not test freezing-drizzle or freezing-rain 
conditions. Even with high wind speeds in 
the tunnel, many of the larger drops would 
succumb to gravity and fall out before reach-
ing the model in the test section. �e largest 
median volumetric drop (MVD) sizes that 
can be used in the IRT are 50 microns, which 
is the lower end of supercooled large-drop 
(SLD) icing spectrum. So essentially the IRT is 
only designed for icing certi�cation standards 
contained in FAR Part 25, Appendix C, also 
known as small-drop icing.  

THE NASA TWIN OTTER
You can’t visit the NASA Glenn Research Cen-
ter without admiring the Twin Otter. �e Twin 
Otter is one of several NASA aircra� instru-
mented to be �own in known-icing conditions 

(TOP) Here the author is standing in front of 
the 5,000-hp fan, which can produce 390 
mph winds within the Icing Research Tunnel. 
The same key that is used to gain access to 
this part of the tunnel behind the fan is also 
the key used to start the fan from inside the 
control room. (ABOVE) This view is looking 
down on the test section (6 feet by 9 feet 
by 20 feet) of the Icing Research Tunnel.  A 
built-in crane within the facility allows re-
searchers to lower the model into the tunnel 
where it is installed. (RIGHT) Given that the 
test section of the Icing Research Tunnel is 
relatively small compared to the size of the 
actual airframe, the model is often a scale 
version of the surface being tested.
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for research purposes. �e �ight pictured here 
was piloted by Tom Ratvasky, a NASA research 
pilot, who encountered freezing rain (on 
purpose) over West Virginia on Feb. 4, 1998.  
�is picture was taken shortly a�er landing in 
Parkersburg, W.V. 

�is freezing-rain encounter produced a 
coating of ice about three-eighths of an inch 
thick on the surface from the tip of the nose all 
the way back to the windscreen. �e wing itself 
had accreted ice behind the boot to about the 
50 percent chord, with a ridge about an inch 
high behind the protected surface. Normally, 
you never worry about the weight of ice. How-
ever, Tom estimated that he carried about 1,000 
pounds of ice on the airframe that day!      

ICE-CONTAMINATED TAILPLANE STALL 
A few months a�er the tragic accident of Col-
gan Air Flight 3407 near Bu�alo, N.Y., in 2009, 
the NASA Glenn Research Center coincidently 
posted a video to YouTube (https://youtu.
be/_ifKduc1hE8) discussing ice-contaminated 
tailplane stalls (ICTS). Unless you’ve had your 
head in the sand or just recently became a 
pilot, you’ve probably viewed this video once 
or twice. �at video went viral in the pilot 
community and seemed to become the de 

facto standard for recovery when any type of 
�xed-wing aircra� departed controlled �ight in 
icing conditions.  

�e video emphasized that the recovery 
from an ICTS is the exact opposite of a normal 
wing stall —which is true. A normal wing stall 
requires you to push forward on the yoke or 
stick whereas an ICTS requires the opposite 

response; you must pull back hard on the 
controls. Very few aircra� are susceptible to 
tailplane stalls, but few pilots really understood 
this from the video.  

Most tailplane stalls are usually induced 
when the aircra� has accreted ice on the hori-
zontal stabilizer and the pilot changes speed 
and/or con�guration of the airplane, such as 
raising or extending �aps. It’s usually on the 
high end of the �ap speed range when the 
stall occurs. So something as simple as adding 
power can trigger the event, which is exactly 
what you see in the NASA video. �e test 
pilot was experiencing some control di�culty 
but, when full power was added, the aircra� 
reached the top end of the �ap speed, and the 
tail stall occurred abruptly.    

In talking with Kurt Blankenship who is a 
research pilot and deputy of aircra� operations 
at the Glenn Research Center, the Colgan Air 
accident had little to do with icing. In fact, on 
March 25, 2009, NTSB investigators indicated 
that icing probably did not contribute greatly to 
the accident. 

“�e plane basically trimmed itself to a stall,” 
Kurt said. “It had a stick pusher on it which he 
(the captain) fought against and pulled back 
and held it until the plane �nally went over, and 
it was too late.”

Could it be that the captain thought he was 
experiencing an ICTS even though he said 
nothing on the tape? Kurt thinks, “�e pilot 
simply panicked. He was low to the ground 
and it (pulling back on the controls) was a 
natural reaction.” 

Other mistakes were made as well, such as 
the co-pilot retracting �aps without it being 
called and not having a sterile cockpit during 
the approach to land.

From Kurt’s view, this accident “was a low-
speed awareness issue and that should be the 
focus of the training — recognizing where you 
are at in the (power curve) regime. �ey were 
slow; it was a wing stall, clearly.”

In response to some of the confusion that 
was generated by the original 2009 video, 
NASA is producing another video that is essen-
tially an “icing wing stall video that emphasizes 
wing stall over tail stall.” In the new video they 
will discuss the characteristics of both �avors of 
a stall in icing conditions, but Kurt emphasized 
that pilots should be prepared to recover from 
a normal wing stall. �e new video is being 
sponsored by the FAA. At the moment there’s 
no de�nitive date when this will be �nished 
and released to the public. 
Scott Dennstaedt is an FAA-certificated instrument 
flight instructor and former NWS meteorologist. He also 
founded AvWxWorkshops.com, a subscription-based 
website designed to teach pilots how to minimize their 
exposure to adverse weather. He now also works for 
ForeFlight as its Weather Scientist.

The de Havilland DHC-6 Twin Otter research 
aircraft after an encounter with freezing rain 

over West Virginia.  Photo courtesy of NASA.

Most tailplane stalls are 
usually induced when 
the aircraft has accreted 
ice on the horizontal 
stabilizer and the pilot 
changes speed and/or
configuration of the 
airplane, such as raising 
or extending flaps. It’s 
usually on the high end 
of the flap speed range 
when the stall occurs.
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  U N D E R S T A N D I N G  R V S M  A I R S P A C E

A s one of those pilots lucky/stupid enough 
to deliver aircra� across both the Atlan-
tic and Paci�c oceans on a semi-regular 
basis, I’m o�en asked which is the more 
di�cult and why. 
I’ll o�en answer that the Atlantic is in 

many respects more risky because of 
the generally hostile conditions. �e good news is, legs are 
relatively short, and winds are normally on the tail (if you’re 
�ying east). Unfortunately, that’s the end of the good news. 

�e bad news — if you do have to ditch, the water is so 
cold that you may not survive for long unless everything goes 
perfectly. Without a survival suit, hypothermia will become a 
problem in less than �ve minutes. �e weather is less clement 
over the Atlantic much of the time, with icing in the clouds on 
practically a year-round basis. 

�e situation is reversed in the central Paci�c. For much of 
the year, the water is comparatively warm, giving you time 
to deploy a ra� and haul yourself aboard should you have to 
ditch. �e weather is almost universally better, with warm 
temperatures, minimum clouds with low tops, light winds 
and little or no problems with icing. Unfortunately, the legs 
are o�en much too long for most General Aviation turbo-
props and light jets.

�e distance from Santa Barbara to Honolulu is 2,160 nm 
and, even if you depart from farther north (say Monterey or 
Oakland) and aim for Hilo, the closest point of land in Ha-
waii, the distance is still just over 2,000 nm with not even a 
rock in between. �at’s well beyond the scope of most corpo-
rate turboprops and light jets. (I once spent 15.2 hours look-
ing down at nothing but ocean between SBA and HNL in a 
Grand Caravan. Fortunately, I had 16.5 hours fuel aboard.) 

FLYINGFLYING
THE NORTH PACIFICTHE NORTH PACIFIC
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COMPARED TO THE PACIFIC, THE LEGS ACROSS THE ATLANTIC ARE EASILY MANAGEABLE, BUT THE COMPARED TO THE PACIFIC, THE LEGS ACROSS THE ATLANTIC ARE EASILY MANAGEABLE, BUT THE 
PACIFIC MAY BE EASIER THAN YOU THINK.PACIFIC MAY BE EASIER THAN YOU THINK. n  By Bud Corban
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�e normal second leg, from Honolulu to 
Majuro, Marshall Islands, is also 2,000 nm. If 
you’re headed for Japan or the Philippines, the 
third leg to Guam is about 1,600 nm, though 
there are a few airports along the route. If 
you’re destination is Australia, you can route 
farther south through Christmas Island, Kiri-
bati and on to Pago Pago, American Samoa. 
Each of those legs is about 1,200 miles. It’s 
apparent that the Far East is pretty much out 
of reach for most General Aviation aircra� 
without ferry tanks. 

Or is it? Another route farther north is 
far more interesting, with shorter legs that 
don’t demand tanking your airplane with 
additional jet fuel. Many pilots don’t even 
consider the northern route through Alaska, 
the Aleutians and Kamchatka, Russia, because 
of bad weather and, for some of the year, that’s 
a valid argument. 

During much of the late spring, summer and 
early fall, however, you can o�en cross the Pa-
ci�c on the northern track with little more dif-ci�c on the northern track with little more dif-ci�c on the northern track with little more dif
�culty than �ying the Atlantic. If you’re lucky 
with the weather, the positioning trip along 
the southeastern, coastal islands of Alaska can 

be a rewarding experience, with spectacular 
scenery, good airports and excellent service 
available every few hundred miles. Even when 
the clouds are down, weather is rarely below 
minimums at places like Ketchikan and Sitka.  

Pilots traveling in ice season o�en avoid 
problems by �ying low. I’ve seen everything 
from Caravans to Bondurantes and TBMs 
skimming along at 1,000-2,000 feet above 
the water in Alaska’s Inside Passage, staying 
beneath the clouds rather than �ying in the 
middle of them where the ice gods hold their 
parties. Visibility is frequently 20 miles or bet-
ter beneath the clouds.

Turbines will usually choose to �y on top. 
Overcasts rarely grow much taller than 20,000 
feet over the water, and good approaches are 
available at airports only 200-300 nm apart. 
Rain can be frequent and intense at low levels 
on that route, but it’s unusual to �nd ceilings 
much below 1,500 feet. Seattle to Anchorage is 
only 1,250 nm with lots of airports along the 
way should you need to refuel

If you’re departing from farther east in 
the U.S., another popular route to Alaska is 
along the Alaska Highway, from anywhere to 

Calgary, Alberta, to Dawson Creek, then on 
to Whitehorse to Alaska. Turbine aircra� will 
always be above the terrain – the 18,000-foot-
tall St. Elias range is the tallest in the area 
—  but �ying slightly inland may allow you 
to skip temperamental weather generated by 
cold fronts crossing the coast and building tall, 
turbulent clouds. 

A third route, known as �e Trench, also 
tracks slightly east of the mountains along 
Canada’s Fraser River to Williams Lake and 
Prince George. A�er that, you �y northwest to 
Williston Lake and �nally to Watson Lake. From 
there, you can track the Alaska Highway on to 
the 49th state if you wish to stay near airports. 

Alaska in general — and Anchorage in 
particular — have more pilots and airplanes 
per capita than any other place in the world. 
Right outside town is Lake Spenard, the world’s 
largest seaplane base, and Merrill Field, practi-
cally in the heart of downtown, has an amazing 
variety of resident airplanes.   

A�er Anchorage, the universal jumping o� 
spots on the Aleutian Chain for trips across the 
northern Paci�c are either Dutch Harbor, 700 
nm southwest of Anchorage, or Adak, another 

Sendai, Japan, cityscape over Sendai Station
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600 nm out in the Paci�c. �e Aleutian Islands 
stretch another 400 miles toward Russia, but 
the few strips beyond Adak are unimproved 
and no services are available, in any event. Attu, 
on the very tip of the Aleutians, used to be a 
Coast Guard LORAN station, resupplied by C-
130s, but that was shut down in 2010, leaving 
the island totally uninhabited.   

Departing from Dutch Harbor or Adak, 
the overwater legs to Asia can be less than half 
the distance you’d cover to �y West Coast to 
Honolulu. Assuming you adopt the shortest 
overwater leg from Adak to Petropavlovsk, the 
distance is only 905 nm. From Petro on down 
to Sapporo, Japan, it’s another 913 nm, well 
within the province of single-engine turbo-
props and the majority of light jets. A typical 
turbine should manage each of those legs in 
under four hours and, remember, in deep sum-
mer, there are 16-18 hours of daylight.

Keep in mind you will need �ight clearances 
(to avoid the fate of Korean Air 007) and a Rus-
sian visa to visit Petropavlovsk. Be aware that it 
may take a while for your passport to work its 
way through the Russian bureaucracy. A dozen 
years ago, I was hired to accompany a dentist 
from Indiana through Nome to Provideniya 
Bay, Russia, 250 nm across the Bering Sea 
to Siberia, for a short, two-day, just-so-you-
can-say-you’ve-been-there visit. Our visas 

required about two months to come through. 
Fortunately, we started planning the trip four 
months in advance. 

You’ll also need a cold-weather “dry” im-
mersion suit for each soul on board, a ra� that 
will accommodate everyone, and vests for each 
person. What you carry beyond that is up to 
you, but more is de�nitely better if you have the 
room and the payload. As a highly experienced 
ferry pilot once told me when I started in the 
business 35 years ago, “It’s all worth it if it only 
saves your life once.” Depending upon your 
route, you may be able to rent immersion suits, 
ra�, vests and other survival gear from a num-
ber of companies. Telford Aviation in Bangor, 
Maine, is a good source.   

Handling is mandatory in Petropavlovsk. 
Universal Weather and Aviation in Hous-
ton, Texas, and Skyplan in Calgary, Alberta, 
Canada, are two popular choices, though a 
dozen good companies are available. Expect 
fees for pretty much everything in Japan, 
including airways use, so be prepared. A�er 
Petropavlovsk, you’ll need additional handling 
to coordinate your landing and overnight at  
Sapporo. Landing fees aren’t that signi�cant, 
but handling agents and airways fees can be. 

One Japanese company that may be able to 
help reduce costs is Petair of Hokkaido. Peter F. 
Steeger is their representative at AOPA@petair.

us. Identifying speci�c charges for airways, 
communications, landing, parking and services 
varies from model to model, and the prices also 
change with time. For a better read on those 
expenses, contact Petair.

Beyond Japan, all of Asia and Australia is 
available to you. You can �y south, down the 
Indonesian chain to Singapore, Jakarta, Bali and 
on to New Zealand and Australia, the latter a 
continent about the size of the U.S. but with the 
population of New York City. Or you can press 
on around the world “backwards,” �ying west 
into the wind, perhaps visiting such destinations 
as Seoul, Bangkok, Bangalore, Dubai, Luxor, 
Athens, Rome, Paris, London, Reykjavik and on 
across the Atlantic back to Canada and the U.S. 

Using Los Angeles or Oakland as your 
point of origination, and Sendai, Japan, as your 
destination, the northern route is nearly 1,500 
nm shorter than the southern trip, a curious 
anomaly associated with a Great Circle that 
avoids the fat part of the Earth. 

Flying the north Paci�c isn’t really any di�er-
ent than operating anywhere else in the world, 
and it doesn’t require special talents or skills. 
Any pilot with a good airplane and decent 
weather judgment should have no problem 
negotiating the northern Paci�c route to Asia. 

Just remember to maintain your sense of 
humor, be patient and bring your wallet. 

Flying the North PacificFlying the North PacificFlying the North PacificFlying the North PacificFlying the North PacificFlying the North Pacific

Fraser River in British Columbia, Canada
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Corporate Angel Network arranges free flights to 
treatment for cancer patients in the empty seats 
on corporate jets.

Since 1981, Corporate Angel Network, a not-for-
profit organization, has worked with over 560 major 
corporations including half the Fortune 100, to fly 
more than 47,000 cancer patients to specialized 
treatment and currently transports 225 patients 
each month. The process is simple. Corporate Angel 
Network does all the work. All you have to do is offer 
an empty seat to a cancer patient on your next flight.

(914) 328-1313 
www.corpangelnetwork.org

Corporate Angel Network
Bringing cancer patients 

closer to their cure.

Give a 
cancer patient a lift 
on your next flight.
cancer patient a lift 
on your next flight.
cancer patient a lift 
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P C - 1 2  T I R E  R E P L A C E M E N T

How are your wheels (also known as tires)? 
In�ated properly? When are we required 
or recommended to replace those tires?
   According to the FAA and aircra� tire 
manufacturers, the tires recommended 

for the PC-12 can remain in service as long as a 1/8-inch 
groove is present in the tread. If no chord or reinforcing 
ply is showing, even �at spots are allowed as long as no 
vibrations occur. 
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HOW  WELL 
DO YOU KNOW  
YOUR WHEELS 
AND TIRES?
IT’S EASY TO PAY A LITTLE MORE ATTENTION TO THOSE THREE PIECES OF  
RUBBER THAT MEET THE RUNWAY.  n  By John Morris
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PC-12 Tire ReplacementPC-12 Tire ReplacementPC-12 Tire ReplacementPC-12 Tire ReplacementPC-12 Tire ReplacementPC-12 Tire Replacement

If you have had to replace a tire, you prob-
ably know the type: Main/nose tires used. 
Main — type III 8.5–10 and nose — type VII 
17.5x6.25-6, both bias ply-160 mph maxi-
mum. Did you know that the main “8.5” 
means the footprint or average width of the 
tire and the “10” is the rim diameter? 

Guess what the width/total diameter of 
the nose wheel tire is? (Hint: Reverse �rst 
two numbers.) �e main tire is 10-ply while 
the nose tire is 8-ply. Ply denotes maximum 
load-carrying. More ply, more load. 

In�ation is very important. Pilatus rec-
ommends 60-+3 psi for all tires. It is highly 
recommended to check tire pressure only 
when the tires are cool, at least three  hours 
a�er landing. Use calibrated or digital pres-
sure gauges when checking.

Ambient temperature changes can have 
a dramatic e�ect on tire in�ation. A 5-degree 
change in ambient temperature will cause a 1 
percent change in tire pressure. Landing with 
underin�ated tires can cause internal damage 
to the tire, due to excess �exing of the tire, 
which can cause over-heating. An example 

given in the FAA maintenance handbook 
illustrates this real experience: Flying from 
Phoenix, Ariz., (1000 F) to Vail, Colo., (500 F) 
would cause the tire pressure to drop 10 per-
cent! �at’s 6 psi for the PC-12. �at could be 
bad! Pilatus (not the tire manufacturer) says 
it’s okay to over-in�ate 3 psi for this example 
to help mitigate the landing.    

Speaking of tires over-heating, three fus-
ible plugs and one over-in�ation safety plug 
are installed in the main wheel hubs. Now 
that the �eet is using steel brakes, excess 
heat can also be generated by prolonged 
braking a�er landing/taxiing. �e fusible 
plugs have a so� metal core that will melt 
from excess heat, allowing air to escape in-
stead of causing a blowout. �e �rst option 
is better than the second, but it still is not 
fun to get a �at from just taxiing! 

Another important issue around tire 
in�ation is dynamic hydroplaning — the 
reduction of tread contact area due to 
induced water pressure. �e FAA has a very 
simple formula for determining the mini-
mum speed where dynamic hydroplaning 

will begin: 9 x √tire pressure. For the PC-12 
family, that’s approximately 69.7 knots. 
What’s the proper approach/landing speed 
to use when the runway is contaminated?  

So much for wheel care, but what about 
wheels down?

If you have ever listened to or landed at 
a military or dual-use military/civilian air-
�eld, you will always hear the phrase ”check 
wheels down” prior to a landing clearance. 
�e military trains its control tower opera-
tors to state that phrase, without exception, 
to all aircra�, regardless of whether that 
aircra� or helicopter has retractable landing 
gear. Reasons for this include serious dam-
age and closure of a runway, which during 
times of con�ict could cost a great deal 
more than just dollars.

But for the civilian (our) world, it is up to 
the pilot(s) to lower the landing gear with-
out the friendly pre-landing advice. Very 
rarely do pilots fail to lower their landing 
gear now. We hope that’s the result of stan-
dard operating procedures, that may get a 
little help from warning systems installed 
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by the manufacturer. �ese systems are de-
signed to alert the pilot, in a timely manner, 
to lower the landing gear before landing. 
Most installed warning systems come from 
manufacturing rules set by the FAA and 
other regulatory authorities. 

�e main requirement from the regula-
tory authorities is a “landing gear not down” 
warning if the throttle(s) are reduced below 
what is considered to be minimum landing 
power settings. �e warning usually consists 
of “landing gear unsafe” indications and an 
aural warning. In just about all aircra� the 
best way for the manufacturer to accomplish 
this is by positioning micro switches close to 
the idle position of the throttle(s). 

During the earlier days of high-perfor-
mance/ retractable-landing-gear aircra�, this 
worked satisfactorily except when reducing 
power, for extended altitude descent pur-
poses, which would activate the landing-gear 
warnings when the plane was actually not in 
a position for landing. Proper recourse was 
to move the power levers forward enough to 
silence the warning. It made things quieter 
but it took longer to descend.

Of course there were some clever pilots 
who would silence the alarm by pulling the 
circuit breaker for the gear-warning system, 
which would usually disable the landing-gear 

annunciators as well as the warning. Not a 
good idea, especially if the pilot lands the air-
cra� without the landing gear extended. Oops! 

A�er several near and actual occurrences 
of this type, manufacturers like Pilatus 
installed an extra solution – an airspeed 
switch. Pilatus uses 130 KIAS as the speed 
for activating the gear warning. However, in 
order for the landing-gear warning system 
to activate, the power level must also be 
very near or at idle detent. �at 130 KIAS 
should be familiar to all since that’s also the 
maximum operating speed for �aps 30. And 
if the pilot is using �aps 30, it’s reasonable 
to believe he or she intends to land, there-
fore requiring that the landing gear should 
be included in this situation.

But if the pilot is using zero �aps or �aps 
15 for landing or �ight maneuvering, the 
warning system may not activate because 
the speed is higher than 130 KIAS for �ight 
with low/near idle power. If we do slow to 
130 KIAS or less, we can “silence” the aural 
warning (but the landing-gear annuncia-
tions will remain) by pressing the silence 
button (Legacy PC-12s only). 

It is interesting to note that Pilatus 
decided to remove the silence button in 
the 47E (NG). FAR 23.729 requires that 
there be no manual means to disable �ap-

associated warnings, but they are allowed in 
reference to the landing-gear system as long 
as a cancellation, in the case of the PC-12, 
by PCL advancement, will then reactivate 
the warning when power is reduced again.

Here is a possible “gotcha” for the legacy 
PC-12s. A landing with either zero �aps or 
15 �aps as the approach angle, along with 
other possible distractions associated with 
landing with minimal �aps, may cause your 
airspeed to be greater than 130 KIAS when 
the PCL is at/near the idle detent position. 
You then will not receive the “landing gear 
not down” annunciators/aural warnings 
until you are in the landing �air. Pilatus 
added an extra layer of warning to the NG 
regarding this “gotcha” – at 200 feet Radar 
Altimeter and <10 PSI Torque, the pilot will 
receive an aural and visual warning.

Another “gotcha” that could occur, again 
in Legacy PC-12s only, is a possible �ap 
asymmetry if the fault occurs when the 
�aps are greater than 15 degrees. One of the 
conditions of “Pusher Safe Mode” (Emer-
gency Procedures 3.11 C.) is the pusher 
computer possibly resetting to the zero 
�ap position. (�e Legacy/NG Emergency 
Procedures state that Pusher Safe Mode will 
be a setting approximately 5 knots faster for 
pusher activation. �e NG manual, section 
7, currently describes the point I’m making, 
regarding the zero �ap position setting.) 

Shouldn’t be a big deal, right?  �e same 
condition that I mentioned in the previous 
paragraph could happen, as it happened to 
yours truly.  Flaps had faulted at 27 degrees 
(�ap 30 takeo�) which (with the landing 
gear handle in the up position) should have 
made the landing-gear warning system 
“insist” on lowering the landing gear. It 
did not! So with the additional power used 
for return for landing the now “zero �aps” 
landing scenario required the PCL to idle 
detent (airspeed was already <130KIAS) in 
order to activate the warning system. No 
worries since no distractions, right?!

With all the normal procedures and 
warning systems installed, you would think 
we would never forget to lower the landing 
gear.  And 99.8 percent of the time that is 
correct. But incident reports tell us that, 
for turbine General Aviation, there is at 
least one booboo per year. Remember the 
“GUMPS” check? Doesn’t quite work for 
the PC-12, but how about the TAWS “500” 
as a �nal reminder? Never hurts to have a 
backup, especially if you are by yourself.  
A safe pilot is always learning.
John Morris, ACFT Services, LLC 407-721-7442
ACFTServices.com 
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Airboss Aerospace GF7 Transition Oceanroad TF-X

 F L Y I N G  C A R S

HERE COME THE
FLYING CARS
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ONE OF THE LONGEST-RUNNING FANTASIES IN AVIATION IS  ABOUT TO BECOME REAL n  By Pamela Brown



It’s been over a century since the invention of both the automobile and the airplane, but we’re still 
waiting for a successful marriage between the two. What happened to the future that visionar-
ies, scientists and popular culture promised us, a �ying car in every garage? Well, if you haven’t 
noticed lately, some pretty interesting innovations are about to make that dream come true.  
   �e frontrunner in the �eld may just be the Transition, a �ying car from Terrafugia, a Mas-
sachusetts-based company founded by MIT graduates. A�er nearly a decade of research and 
development and extensive testing of at least three prototypes, Terrafugia has produced a two-

seat, road-ready plane already approved for use by the National Highway Tra�c Safety Administration 
and the FAA. Having cleared those hurdles, the hybrid’s future was further enhanced when the FAA 
granted it Light Sport Aircra� status, relaxing the requirements to get a �ying “driver’s license.”

Flying Roadster, developed by the 
Slovakian company AeroMobil

Krossblade Aerospace SkyCruiser
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Terrafugia. The TF-X
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As a car, the Transition (at 19 feet, 6 inches 
long and 90 inches wide with wings folded) 
will �t neatly into a standard home garage 
and may be driven to any local gas station 
for �ll up. But in order to convert the hybrid 
from car to airplane, it must be driven to a 
local airport for take o�.  Once there, it only 
takes one minute for the patent-pending au-
tomated electromechanical folding wing to 
convert the vehicle into an airplane, which 
has been designed to be easy to �y.

Terrafugia CEO/CTO and co-founder 
Carl Dietrich, who �ew the prototype at 
last summer’s AirVenture in Oshkosh, 
Wis., observed, “It’s a very stable and easily 
controllable platform, exactly what we want 
to help ease non-pilots into the air. Land-
ing is straight-forward. With no �aps, no 
retractable gear, no constant speed prop, no 
mixture control and no carb heat to worry 
about. If you want to descend, just pull the 
throttle back.”

�e Transition is also the only light sport 
aircra� designed to meet Federal Motor 
Vehicle Safety Standards with driver- and 
passenger-side airbags, safety cage and 
crumple zone. It’s also equipped with an 
airframe parachute. Another not so obvious 
safety feature is the simple fact that, if a pilot 
faces inclement weather, he can simply drive 
to his destination.  

Terrafugia is in the advanced stages 
of testing the Transition, with deliveries 
estimated for 2017.   �e company has more 
than 100 orders on the books at an approxi-
mate cost of $279,000. 

If the Transition doesn’t quite live up to 
the �ying car of your dreams, you can wait 

for the TF-X, also in development at Terra-
fugia. �e TF-X, a four-seater with a plug-in 
hybrid power train, will be capable of verti-
cal take o�s and landings. Plans to automate 
controls of the hybrid could mean as little 
as �ve hours of training will be required to 
operate the car-plane. Much like the Osprey, 
�own by the U.S. military, the TF-X could 
get airborne from a level clearing of as little 
as 100 feet by rotating twin wing-mounted 
propeller motors to a vertical position. 
Once airborne, they would rotate back to a 
conventional, forward position. 

In air, the TF-X could reach 200 mph 
and travel 500 miles. �e vehicle would 

take advantage of a computer network that 
would automatically guide the plane around 
crowded airways and bad weather. �e TF-X 
will also feature auto-land capabilities. Ter-
rafugia estimates the vehicle is eight to 12 
years away from reality. 

Also headed into the market is the Flying 
Roadster, developed by the Slovakian com-
pany AeroMobil. With its wings folded back 
alongside the “fuselage,” this two-seat �ying 
car also �ts into a standard garage. It runs on 
automobile gas with a projected range of 545 
miles on the ground or 435 miles in the air. 
And you might not have to take the Aero-
Mobil to an airport. �e new cra� will take 
o� anywhere you �nd 650 feet of �at surface 
and can land on space as short as 160 feet. 
AeroMobil has a �ying prototype (see it at 
YouTube.com/watch?v=kzYb68qXpD0) 
and will begin taking orders in 2016. �e 
company has also unveiled its next venture, 
a self-�ying car.  

�e Vaylon Pegase (Pegasus) manufac-
tured in France is a two-person combination 
hang glider/dune buggy and is currently 
being tested by the French Special Forces 
for use in missions from reconnaissance to 
hostage rescue and equipment transport. 
�e aircra� can take o� in less than 330 feet 
and requires only about 33 feet to land. �e 
Pegasus �ies at about 35-50 mph for up to 
three hours at altitudes as high as 10,000 feet 
and uses quiet, specially designed propellers 
for stealth. �e company envisions military, 
humanitarian and leisure purposes. �e 
Pegasus is expected to become available 
before the end of this year at a price of ap-

PAL-V ONE

Krossblade 
Aerospace 
SkyRunner
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proximately $130,000. 
Developed by Arizona-based Krossblade 

Aerospace, the SkyCruiser is a �ve-seat, elec-
tric hybrid concept vehicle – part airplane, 
part helicopter, part �ying car. In airplane 
�ight mode, the hybrid uses two 150 bhp 
electric motors in the tail. To shi� to helicop-
ter mode, the plane is converted to vertical 
�ight by four “switchblade” rotor arms that 
fold out from the fuselage.  �e patent-pend-
ing switchblade mechanism is what allows 
the SkyCruiser to convert from airplane 
mode to vertical takeo� and landing. Cur-
rently no certi�cation date is available.

�e SkyRunner, like the Pegasus, is part 
all-terrain vehicle and part light-sport 
aircra� that uses a propeller and a parachute 
to glide through the air. Unlike the Pegasus, 
the SkyRunner is purely recreational. De-
veloped by Parajet International and Dorset 
Aviation, the hybrid can reach up to 55 
mph in �ight and has a maximum soaring 
altitude of 15,000 feet. On the ground, it can 
reach a maximum speed of 115 mph. Using 
a Ford 125-horsepower, one-liter, turbo-
charged three-cylinder engine that runs on 
mogas, a SkyRuner prototype was recently 
given an airworthiness thumbs-up by the 
FAA. Production models will be certi�ed as 
light sport aircra�. Expect the SkyRunner to 
come to market sometime next year.    

Perhaps the most impressive and futuris-
tic of the current batch of �ying cars is the 
GF7, an electric �ying jet car, the concept 
of designer Greg Brown and engineer Dave 
Fawcett of Airboss Aerospace (engineers of 
the Viper, the Maverick and the Javelin jets). 
Drawings of the GF7, released last May, 

reveal a virtual Batmobile that transforms 
into a sleek four-seat luxury jet (including 
leather seats) with a 3,500-pound thrust jet 
engine. �e GF7 needs 2,500 feet to take o� 
but can climb to FL380 and cruise at more 
than 550 mph. Range is projected to be 
700-1,000 nm. �e prototype is still three to 
four years away, and the production models 
are estimated to come with a price tag of 
between $3 million and $5 million.  

PAL-V ONE (personal air and land 
vehicle) is a road-ready gyrocopter with a 
pusher prop and a free-spinning rotor to 
provide extra li�. On the ground, the prop 
folds, and power from the gas engine drives 
the three-wheeler at speeds of more than 
100 mph. A prototype �ew in 2012, and the 
Dutch manufacturer is now accepting orders 
for the 45 units it plans to sell in 2016/2017 
for a mere 500,000 Euro.

Also waiting in the “wings” is the Moller 
Skycar, a design that’s been on the drawing 
board for very long time. �e most current it-
eration �ies four passengers up to FL250 with 
a max cruise speed of 350 mph and a range of 
750 miles. �e most impressive feature is the 
cra�’s proposed vertical takeo�s and landings. 
While the Moller invention has taken quite 
a bit of critical heat over the years, renewed 
international interest makes the Skycar a real 
possibility for the near future.

“Mark my words,” Henry Ford said in 
1928, a�er giving up his attempt to create 
a �ying car. “A combination airplane and 
motorcar is coming. You may smile, but it 
will come.”

So smile — and keep your eye on the car 
in front of you. It may just take o�!

Moller Skycar
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Flying the P-51 MustangFlying the P-51 MustangFlying the P-51 MustangFlying the P-51 MustangFlying the P-51 MustangFlying the P-51 Mustang

Stallion-51 is mecca for the Mustang. �e 
Kissimmee, Fla.-based training center 
operates three special North American P-51 
Mustangs with two cockpits and two sets of 
controls. You don’t go there to take rides in 
the P-51; you go there to �y the P-51.

 “We’ve been teaching people to �y the 

Mustang for nearly 30 years,” said Stallion’s 
Lee Lauderback, who’s logged more than 
9,000 hours in the P-51, more than any 
other pilot in the world. “What can you say, 
it’s a pretty amazing airplane.”

Lots of folks — pilots and non-pilots alike 
— have walked onto the �eld for an uber-

overdose of adrenaline, a perhaps once-in-a-
lifetime ride in a Mustang. It’s a big deal. An 
extensive pre-�ight brie�ng is designed to 
tailor the �ight to your aviation experience, 
expertise and expectations. �ere’s also a 
pre�ight walk around and a cockpit orienta-
tion before you climb aboard.  

�en you get to �y the Mustang.  And 
you really do �y the Mustang.  You are at the 
controls for 95 percent of the �ight!

A�erwards you can wind down during 
the post-�ight brie�ng and watch a three-
camera video of your �ight, a copy of which 
will be in your pocket on the way home. 
�is is the time you get out your logbook.

Another delightful way to log some Mus-
tang time is with Stallion’s unusual attitude 
training.  �e FAA de�nes unusual atti-
tudes as in excess of 25 degrees nose-up, 10 
degrees nose-down and 45 degrees angle-of-
bank. Most unusual attitude training is done 
in a Pitts or a T-34 or sometimes an Extra. 
It’s great training to have. Imagine doing it 
in a Mustang?

IStallion-51 is mecca for the Mustang. �e IStallion-51 is mecca for the Mustang. �e 

It’s an experience that’s really hard to describe. You climb into a cock

I
It’s an experience that’s really hard to describe. You climb into a cock

I
-

pit that’s 8 feet o� the ground, and you put your hand on a throttle Ipit that’s 8 feet o� the ground, and you put your hand on a throttle Ithat can unleash a Merlin engine able to develop approximately 1700 Ithat can unleash a Merlin engine able to develop approximately 1700 Ihorsepower, climb at 3,200 feet/minute and cruise as fast as 437 mph.  Ihorsepower, climb at 3,200 feet/minute and cruise as fast as 437 mph.  IAnd all of this is from a plane that will have its 75th birthday this year IAnd all of this is from a plane that will have its 75th birthday this year I— a 75 year-old single-engine propeller-driven Mustang P-51.I— a 75 year-old single-engine propeller-driven Mustang P-51.I
YOU CAN FLY A P-51
LONG BEFORE CESSNA OFFERED THE MUSTANG, THERE WAS ANOTHER ONE 
BUILT BY NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION.   
By KT Budde-Jones
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You can take a step further and train to 
�y from the fully operational rear cockpit, 
a prelude to transitioning to the front seat. 
For every hour of �ying, you get about three 
hours of ground school to give you a depth 
of understanding of what the Mustang is ca-
pable of. Extensive ground school prepares 
you for the air work — aerobatics, touch-
and-go landings and basic �ght maneuvers. 
On the second day, you switch seats with 
your instructor. Now you’re in the front seat 
to add layers onto what you learned the day 
before.  

If you’re one of the lucky few who can 
purchase your own Mustang, the training at 
Stallion 51 is considered the gold standard 
of training by aviation insurance companies 
and is endorsed by the FAA. It’s a complete 
10- to 12-hour comprehensive Mustang 
check-out program, typically over �ve days 

with two �ights a day. 
�e course is extensive, covering aircra� 

systems, normal and emergency proce-
dures, basic �ight maneuvers, slow �ight, 
high-performance maneuvering, loss of 

controlled �ight, stalls and an emphasis on 
takeo� and landing pro�ciency. It is highly 
recommended that the pilot has a minimum 
of 200 hours T-6 and/or tail wheel time be-
fore starting the check-out training course.  
Stallion 51 can help with the acquiring of 
needed tail experience in their T-6 Texan.   

No matter what you �y, where you’ve 
been or what’s coming next, if you haven’t 
�own a Mustang, you should.  Of the 
thousands that were manufactured, there 
are fewer than 300 of them le�.   It’s a time 
machine back into another world whose 
original keepers are quietly receding with 
their �rst hand stories.  You’ve likely missed 
your chance of �ghting the Lu�wa�e, but it’s 
not too late to rede�ne what you’ve always 
thought �ying was about. And that’s what 
the North American P-51 Mustang can do. 

Learn more at Stallion51.com.

No matter what you 
fly, where you’ve been 
or what’s coming next, 
if you haven’t flown a 
Mustang, you should.  
Of the thousands that 
were manufactured, 
there are fewer than 
300 of them left. 
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INDIVIDUAL OWNERSHIP
For some, a plane is just a pure joy and a 
great way to relax. �ese people have little 
to no intent to use the plane for business. 
If they do, they are probably going to get 
reimbursed for the cost of the fuel burned 
to make the occasional business �ight. So 
99 percent of their �ying is done for pure 
personal and pleasure purposes.

�e classic example involves employees 
who use their personal plane occasionally 
to �y to their business location instead of 
driving. As such, the employee will generally 
treat the expense for fuel (less any reim-

bursement) on Form 2106 and take it as an 
employee business expense on a personal 
income tax return.

�e plane is probably insured against loss 
from damage, and the owner carries liability 
insurance to cover accidents. In reality, 
hardly any business purpose is associated 
with the plane.  �erefore, there are few 
income tax issues even though there could 
be some limited cases and some limited 
amounts, which are negligible.

So, is there any need for owning the plane 
in one of the business entities? For income 
tax purposes, probably not. But always 

remember this advice: Never let income tax 
override a better decision.

If your attorney says your exposure is too 
great to own the plane in your name, then 
get it out of your name. Better yet, ask before 
you buy. Your attorney may advise you to 
take title in another entity from the �rst day 
of ownership. �at would be good to know 
since many states will nail you with a second 
sales tax, even on a transfer from yourself 
to a business entity that is wholly owned by 
you. �ink about the sales tax on a $100,000 
plane at say 5 percent. �at could cost an extra 
$5,000 in sales tax to make the second transfer. 
�at’s a good reason to ask before you buy.

CORPORATE OWNERSHIP
When it comes to �ling a corporate tax 
return, what does General Motors, Apple, 
Proctor & Gamble and Bob’s Local Retail 
Outlet, Inc., have in common? �ey all �le 
the same tax return – Form 1120. Admit-
tedly, Bob’s corporate tax return may have 
substantially less volume and fewer attach-
ments but Bob’s Form 1120 will have the ex-
act same �ve basic pages as General Motors’ 
Form 1120. A corporation is a corporation.

Any business activity, conducted by the 
corporation, belongs to the corporation. 

Ownership of your plane is indicated by the titling or registration 

O
Ownership of your plane is indicated by the titling or registration 

Oof the plane. Ownership can be in your personal, individual name Oof the plane. Ownership can be in your personal, individual name Oor it can be in a business name such as a partnership, corporation, Oor it can be in a business name such as a partnership, corporation, Oa limited-liability company (LLC) or limited-liability partnership Oa limited-liability company (LLC) or limited-liability partnership O(LLP). Does it really matter? Absolutely! Legal issues and federal and O(LLP). Does it really matter? Absolutely! Legal issues and federal and Ostate income taxes come into play. �ey vary depending on how you Ostate income taxes come into play. �ey vary depending on how you Ouse your plane and the type of ownership you select.Ouse your plane and the type of ownership you select.O
WHO OWNS YOUR PLANE?
By Harry Daniels
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None of the income, expenses, pro�ts or 
losses goes to the individual stockholders 
of the corporation. Airplanes generally 
have a tax life for depreciation of �ve years. 
It doesn’t matter if the plane is coming 
right o� of the assembly line or is 47 years 
old. Depreciation is taken over �ve years. 
As such, it is highly probable that for the 
�rst �ve years you own the plane, the tax 
calculations will show a tax loss for these 
years. Once you get through these initial 
years, generally starting in Year 6 of owner-
ship, there will start to be pro�ts.

For a corporation, the tax losses that 
are incurred during the �rst �ve years of 
ownership are held inside the corpora-
tion. Initially, they do nobody any good. 
But when the operations turn positive in 
Year 6, the corporation can begin to use 
the “suspended” losses to o�set the income 
of the current year. So in Years 1 through 
5, the losses just accumulate. In Years 6 
through 10, the pro�ts in these years are 
wiped out with the carryover of the losses.  
In Year 11 and later, it’s time to pay the IRS. 
With a corporation, all the income tax at-

tributes or bene�ts of plane ownership stay 
inside the corporation.

�e attorneys love corporations. Liability 
is limited to just the corporate entity. �e 
attorneys have many years of corporate 
case law on the books and pretty much 
know how they need to protect and defend 
you against claims. I am a strong advocate 
of isolating liability, and airplanes are high 
on my list for liability isolation. Planes 
don’t always return to land on a runway. As 
such, a high degree of exposure exists, and 
being able to limit that exposure to just the 
corporate assets and not expose your other 
business or personal assets to potential 
claims gives a lot of weight to having a 
corporation own your airplane.

S CORPORATION  
Before I set the corporate world aside, there 
is a way you can possibly sweeten the deal, 
income-tax wise, for corporate ownership. 
Owners don’t like being told that airplane 
losses have to sit in limbo until sometime in 
the future. �ey want their losses now, not 
years later. It just may be possible to get these 

losses immediately if the corporation can meet 
the requirements of an “S Corporation” and 
make an election to be taxed in a special way.  

In essence, assuming you meet the rules, 
you make a deal with the IRS that the IRS 
must accept. By making this agreement, the 
tax attributes that would normally remain 
within the corporation are handed over to 
the shareholders of the corporation, and 
the shareholders deal with the tax attributes 
on their personal returns. �is is reported 
on a modi�ed corporate tax return known 
as Form 1120-S.  

�is means that the losses in the �rst �ve 
years can possibly be claimed by the share-
holders on their personal returns immedi-
ately. �en in Year 6 and later, when the de-
preciation has run out and the corporation 
shows a pro�t, the shareholders need to 
duck because they now have the obligation 
to report pro�ts on their personal return. It 
can be upsetting to shareholders to report 
pro�ts which come from the corporation, 
especially if the corporation is unable to 
make distributions to the shareholders. 
From the legal side, there is probably little 
to no di�erence.  Both the C Corp and the 
S Corp are corporations. �e only di�er-
ence is the manner in which they are being 
taxed by the government.

LET’S TAKE A SHORT BREAK
S Corps have a major tax problem. Financ-
ing the purchase of a plane is very common, 
and that presents a problem to S Corps 
when it comes to allowing their sharehold-
ers to take personal deductions for the an-
nual tax losses for operations and deprecia-
tion. �e problem comes with the debt.  

For example, you buy a $500,000 plane 
by making a down payment of $25,000 
and �nancing $475,000. You have invested 
$25,000. Next, you pay down the debt by 
$5,000 generated from either airplane in-
come or additional personal investment. So 
now you have $30,000 of skin in the game. If 
your tax loss for the year, including depre-
ciation, is $80,000, you are allowed to deduct 
only the amount of your investment (skin in 
the game) which is $30,000.  �e remaining 
$50,000 of loss is held back until you have 
more investment or skin in the game. 

If debt is going to be a factor in your 
plane ownership, an S Corp, while solving 
the income and expense issue, still may not 
solve your ability to take a personal income 
tax deduction for excess operating and 
depreciation deductions. �ese are known 
as the basis limitation rules, and they are 
not a lot of fun.  
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PARTNERSHIPS
If you and a few of your buddies want to 
go in together and buy a plane, then odds 
are that the plane will be in the name of 
the partnership and not in the name of 
the individuals who came together to buy 
the plane. For tax purposes, a partnership 
exists when two or more individuals and/or 
tax entities come together to form a single 
business entity.

�e partnership will �le Form 1065 and 
will report its income, expenses, pro�ts and 
losses to the government and provide each 
partner with information for reporting the 
partnership business operations on his/
her personal income tax return. In essence, 
partnerships are treated and taxed almost 
identically to that of an S Corp.

�e partnership has one big advantage 
over an S Corp in that it avoids the basis 
limitation rules when it comes to taking 
a deduction when the losses exceed the 
amount of your personal investment. Debt 
or �nancing is not held against you.

From the liability side, a general part-
nership absolutely scares me to death. 
Unless you modify a general partnership 
to become a limited partnership or an LLC 
or LLP, generally all assets are exposed 
for claims including the personal assets 
of the partners. Claims against a general 
partnership can extend to the personal 
assets of the partners. Even though I love 
partnerships for tax reporting and operat-
ing purposes, because they are so �exible, 
I absolutely avoid general partnerships like 
the plague. I suggest that you do the same.

So where do I turn?  What is le� for me 
to do?   

LLCS AND LLPS
Our prayers are answered. �e love of the 
businessman’s life is a business entity known 
as a limited-liability company or a limited-
liability partnership. I love them. �ese are 
hybrids that combine the asset protection 
of a corporation with the pass-through tax 
attributes of a S Corp and a partnership while 
avoiding the debt or �nancing restrictions of 
the S Corp.  

�e personal assets of the owner are not 
exposed unless the business owner is totally at 
fault and has acted crazily. Attorneys frequent-
ly don’t like these entities. LLCs have been 
around since the early 1980s but many states 
were slow in allowing this type of business 
entity. As such, there’s not a lot of case law on 
the books for LLCs when you compare them 
to good old corporate law. Even though they 
are my general overall business entity choice, it 

will be your attorney who will be with you in 
the courtroom. You better know where he or 
she stands on this before you go to court.

Legal issues, tax issues — both de�nitely 
have an impact on your ownership. �ink over 
who owns your plane very carefully.

O. H. “Harry” Daniels Jr. is a CPA, a CFP 
certificant, and a certified valuation analyst. 
He is a partner with the firm of Duggan, 
Joiner & Co., Certified Public Accountants, 
and can be reached at 334 N.W. 3rd Ave., 
Ocala FL  34479, telephone 352.732.0171, 
fax 352.816.1370, email OHD@DJCoCPA.
com. He has held his license as a private 
pilot since 1991. This article is available for 
reprint upon request.

As the world’s oldest PC-12 dealer, 
Skytech is a trusted and proven 
resource. Whether you are buying, 
selling or servicing your aircraft, our 
experience is your advantage.

Aircraft Sales   •   Service   •   Management   •   Brokerage   •   Acquisition   •   FBO Services

888.386.3596 

www.skytechinc.com

sales@skytechinc.com 

DMW • UZA • MTN

Authorized Dealer:  PA, OH, MD, DC, WV, VA, NC, SC, KY, TN

Factory Service Centers: Baltimore Metro Area (DMW)
   Charlotte Metro Area  (UZA)

mailto:OHD@djcocpa
http://www.skytechinc.com/
mailto:sales@skytechinc.com
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Travel TechnologyTravel TechnologyTravel TechnologyTravel TechnologyTravel TechnologyTravel Technology

A business crisis is about to explode, and 

A
A business crisis is about to explode, and 

A
you have to be in San Francisco this a�er

A
you have to be in San Francisco this a�er

A
-

noon, but a commercial �ight doesn’t leave Anoon, but a commercial �ight doesn’t leave Auntil tomorrow morning.Auntil tomorrow morning.AYour best friend jetted you an SOS AYour best friend jetted you an SOS Arequesting you be his best man at his imArequesting you be his best man at his imA -
promptu Vegas wedding in three hours.  Apromptu Vegas wedding in three hours.  AYou just scored two tickets to see Paul AYou just scored two tickets to see Paul AMcCartney in concert, provided you can AMcCartney in concert, provided you can Aget from L. A. to Denver by 6 p.m. today. Aget from L. A. to Denver by 6 p.m. today. AYou know a commercial airline is not the AYou know a commercial airline is not the Aanswer, but you think time is too short and Aanswer, but you think time is too short and Athe expense too great to charter a private jet. Athe expense too great to charter a private jet. A
Well, think again.

In the same way that Uber shi�ed the 
paradigm in taxi service, a number of new 
and established private-jet companies are 
“Uberizing” the skies by o�ering apps that 

make booking your own private jet as simple 
as a tap or two on your smartphone. And 
with the elimination of the middleman, 
private charter apps are making private-jet 
travel more a�ordable too.

Companies like JetSmarter, Victor, 
Blue Star Jets and Jet Suite o�er their own 
mobile app using complex predictive algo-
rithms to aggregate in real-time available 
aircra� from hundreds of private-jet oper-
ators all over the world. Within seconds of 
entering your desired �ight time and des-
tination, you are shown real-time pricing, 
available aircra�, speci�cs on the aircra� 
and crew,  and a side-by-side comparison 
of jets and safety records. Depending on 
your departing location, you can be in the 
air within a few hours (or less) of paying 

for the �ight from your mobile device.  
While each of these private-jet companies 

utilizes similar apps, each company has a dif-utilizes similar apps, each company has a dif-utilizes similar apps, each company has a dif
ferent approach to its services. For example, 
JetSmarter is a technology company with a 
private booking app that showcases private-
jet options with 3,000 independent carriers 
around the world.

�e company o�ers three levels of service: 
Jet deals, jet shuttle and jet charter. Jet deals 
are one-way, empty-leg �ights – jets being 
repositioned that would otherwise �y empty. 
O�ered at a highly reduced rate, Jet deals 
are automatically streamed to the JetSmarter 
app (available at the Apple app store). You 
can enter desired destinations, and the app 
will notify you when a deal is available.

JetSmarter CEO and founder Sergey 
Petrossov believes the technology will 
eventually change the way the majority of 
us travel. With JetSmarter, his goal is to 
make private-air travel more available to 
“absolutely everybody.” 

Since its launch in 2012, the JetSmarter 
app has been downloaded more than 
200,000 times.

Recently entering the US market is Vic-
tor (FlyVictor.com), a UK-based higher-

WILL UBER-LIKE APPS 
REDESIGN JET TRAVEL?
YOU CAN USE YOUR SMARTPHONE TO MAKE EXCLUSIVE 
TRAVEL EASIER AND CHEAPER.
By Pamela Brown
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end private-jet charter company founded 
in 2012 by Clive Jackson, CEO. Victor 
operates its own �eet of 7,000 aircra� in 
more than 40,000 airports worldwide. �e 
Victor �eet boasts six levels of aircra� from 
the two-seater Ubair Taxi (Sirrus SR-20/22, 
Beech Baron, Cessna 414 or Piper Seneca) 
at $1,500 per hour to the 14-seater Ubair 
Heavy (Gulfstream III, Falcon 900/200, 
Challenger 601 or Gulfstream IV) for 
$11,000-$13,000 per hour. 

According to Jackson, Victor is the �rst 
service of its kind to o�er true transparency 
on prices and information on the actual jet 
you’re booking. “When you get a quote from 
Victor,” Jackson said, “you get all that trans-
parency — the aggregated supply, around 
the world, under one consumer brand, with 
a �at booking fee.”  

Already an established private-jet charter 
company since 2001, Blue Star Jets’ motto, 

“Any jet. Any time. Any place,” re�ects its 
ability to customize and source the best 
aircra� for clients. Travelers may select from 
helicopters and turbo props to air ambu-
lances and jumbo jets from any airport in 
the world. Blue Star Jets (BlueStarJets.com) 
expects its newly released mobile app to 
double its charter business.  

Private-jet companies like JetSuite are 
making it easier for the mainstream popu-
lation to �y like rock stars by o�ering deals 
through social-media sites and its online 
daily “suite deal” (JetSuite.com/suitedeal or 
on Facebook, Facebook.com/JetSuiteAir). 
A recent suite deal featured a four-seater 
Citation CJ3 jet from Santa Fe, N.M., to 
Dallas for $536.43 each way. �at comes to 
$268.22 per person round trip. CEO David 
Wilcox says Jet Suite o�ers six to 20 suite 
deals a day “to show that the high life isn’t 

out of reach.”
It’s too early to tell if the transparency in 

the private-jet charter market, combined 
with the real-time technology of available 
private jet,s will result in lower prices that 

will attract a more mainstream population. 
But the next time you get a craving for your 
favorite gourmet chocolate from Paris, you 
might just want to stop a second — and 
then click on a private-jet charter app.

In the same way 
that Uber shifted 
the paradigm in taxi 
service, a number of new 
and established private-
jet companies are 
“Uberizing” the skies by 
offering apps that make 
booking your own private 
jet as simple as a tap or 
two on your smartphone. 
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Ask Lance TolandAsk Lance TolandAsk Lance TolandAsk Lance Toland          Ask Lance Toland     Ask Lance Toland INSURANCE

A
Aviation Insurance contracts 

A
Aviation Insurance contracts 

A
are written in three parts: 

A
are written in three parts: 

A
Part 1, legal liability; Part 2, 

A
Part 1, legal liability; Part 2, 

Amedical payments; and Part 3, Amedical payments; and Part 3, Aphysical damage.Aphysical damage.AIn my opinion, Part 1 is AIn my opinion, Part 1 is Aabsolutely the most important Aabsolutely the most important Aaspect of your personal insurAaspect of your personal insurA -
ance decision-making process. Aance decision-making process. AAll too o�en it’s passed over AAll too o�en it’s passed over Aby inexperienced insurance Aby inexperienced insurance Aagents who are not giving Aagents who are not giving Acareful consideration to what Acareful consideration to what A
an owner/operator should 
actually contract for. 

Many clients only worry 
about the �ying asset — your 
new, shiny PC-12. �is part of 
coverage equation is easy as 
we can replace a PC-12, and 
we know what that price is. 
Close attention on the front 
end of Part 1 of your insur-
ance contract sets the stage 
for broader coverage in Parts 
2 and 3, which is another 
discussion.

Given the so�est market 
in aviation insurance history, 
which we’re in right now, 
everyone should reinvest any 
savings he or she might enjoy 
from prior year’s insurance 
premiums and consider 
obtaining higher limits of legal 
liability and maximize the 
highest limit possible.  A�er 
all Part 1, legal liability, covers 
your business and personal as-
sets along with passengers and 
third parties — both bodily in-
jury and third party property 
damage. Cutting cost in this 
area can be an invitation to a 
real catastrophe.

I don’t need to go into 
elaborate calculations of how 
to determine limits of liability 
insurance other than you, as 
an operator, know your net 
worth and you should know 
that the only real protection 
for that collective worth is 
insurance.  

Again, there’s no need here to 
go into why setting up layers 
of corporations and limited 
holding companies are not 
totally e�ective; that’s for your 
attorney to explain.  At the 
end of the day, any entity you 
create to own your PC-12 has 
to begin with the signature 
of the principal of that entity, 
and that entity will be sued in 
the event of a loss held by the 
entity, including the creator of 
the entity — you!

Currently many companies 
limit their maximum total 
exposure to $5 million for 
good quali�ed PC-12 owner/
pilots. �is is for a reason:  
Underwriters themselves have 
limitations and know that a 
catastrophic loss will be costly. 
Underwriters limit their losses 
based on re-insurance cost 
they have embedded for vari-
ous risk scenarios.  

In my professional opinion, 
this $5 million is a bare mini-
mum amount of coverage for 
a 10,000-pound aircra� that 
carries up to two crew, nine 
passengers and 2,700 pounds 
of jet fuel. So look at from a 
worst-case scenario and ask if 
you really think $5 million is 
going to cover you in the event 
of an o�-airport event with 

you in the le� seat, resulting 
in loss of life and property 
damage.  

Passengers are now receiv-
ing unbelievable settlements 
for just about any bodily 
injury loss with a minimum of 
$10 million in the case of fatal 
outcomes. �ere is environ-
mental damage to factor in, 
and that alone could easily 
absorb $5 million in today’s 
world of environmental clean-
ups. �ink about it: Any judg-
ment above your limit is yours 
to settle out of pocket.

Consider that only a few 
aviation underwriters are of-aviation underwriters are of-aviation underwriters are of
fering slightly higher limits of 
$10 million for owner �own 
PC-12s. Just recently my �rm 
put together a program with 
insurers to o�er primary cov-
erage up to $100 million based 
on the Pilatus PC-12 safety 
record and our PC-12 owner/
operator clients’ collective loss 
ratio over the last 20 years.  

Our owner/operator clients 
have an exceptional exemplary 
loss record. �ere are many 
conditions for these upper 
excess limits including an-
nual Flight Safety full-motion 
simulator training as well as 
total overall total time, pilot-
in-command time, pilot in 
command of PC-12s, annual 
utilization, area of operations, 
passenger load factors, etc.

As an owner/operator of 
a PC-12, you do your best to 
achieve the highest degree of 
training each year.  Now pause 
and take a look at the reality of 
your real personal legal liabil-
ity situation, including who 
is onboard and potentially 
what could happen, and it will 
certainly open your eyes. 

Considering that you are 
totally committed to safety 
(through FSI SIM and POPA) 
test the market and see what 
you can achieve in the way 
of increased limits for your 
operation. It may be the best 
peace of mind you can get for 
a surprisingly low additional 
premium.

AVIATION 
INSURANCE 
CONTRACTS 
By Lance Toland
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PC12 Training
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   for all PC12’s since 2007
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April 28 wasn’t a very good day for some 
American Airlines pilots. A�er they pushed 
back and begin taxiing for their takeo� 
position, many of the iPads that they used 
suddenly stopped working. Making things 
even more confusing, only some of the 
iPads crashed, and they didn’t necessarily 
crash at the same time. 

�en came reports that some of the 
pilots were able to get things going a�er 
taxiing close enough to the terminal to 
use the airport’s wi-� signals, while others 
weren’t so lucky. A number of �ights were 
delayed and some were canceled because 
the electronic �ight bag (EFB) being used 
by the airline, Jeppesen FliteDeck Pro, 
had crashed. �e only way to restore the 
app was to remove and reinstall it, which 
explains the need for the wi-� signal.

Fortunately, the folks at Jeppesen �gured 
out what was going on and provided a 
quick �x immediately, followed by a per-
manent �x in a few days. “We knew what 
had happened within an hour or an hour 
and a half,” said Jeppesen Senior Com-
munications Manager Mike Pound. “It was 
actually a problem with the database.” 

�e problem was obscure, to say the 
least. Turns out the chart database con-
tained a duplicate �le with a duplicate 
name for Washington, D.C.,’s National 
Airport (DCA), and the existence of those 
duplicate names caused the so�ware to 
crash. Some pilots had listed this chart as 
a favorite, and it was those pilots who had 
the problem. 

AA solved the problem by sending out 
digital images of the correct airport data 
for pilots �ying into DCA. Pound said the 
same thing can be accomplished by having 
paper charts handy in the cockpit. �e les-
son here: “�e No. 1 suggestion is to always 
pre�ight your charts,” Pound said, and al-
ways have a backup plan in case something 
bad happens.

But let’s say that you’re not American 
Airlines, and you’re responsible for your 
own navigation so�ware and your own EFB, 
or that you work for a smaller operation that 
doesn’t have thousands of people using your 
custom so�ware. If you’re using an EFB or 
some other type of electronic navigation 
so�ware on your iPad, a problem like this 
can still happen. �e di�erence is that you 
might not hear about it so quickly.

So do a digital pre�ight before you ever 
leave your o�ce. As Pound suggested, 
check the charts and other airport and en 

DON’T LET YOUR IPAD ADON’T LET YOUR IPAD AGROUND YOUR FLIGHTAGROUND YOUR FLIGHTABy Wayne Rash Jr.

A minor and fairly obscure glitch in iPad data kept several American AA minor and fairly obscure glitch in iPad data kept several American AAirlines �ights on the ground in April, but a little planning can keep that AAirlines �ights on the ground in April, but a little planning can keep that Afrom happening to you.Afrom happening to you.AA
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route data for your next �ight while you’re 
still in a position to �x something if it’s 
not working right. In addition, check every 
app that you use in the cockpit a�er every 
update to that app and a�er every Apple 
update to iOS.

Finding which of your apps has been 
updated recently is as simple as looking at the 
Noti�cations screen on your iPad. �ose no-
ti�cations show up on the lock screen before 
you enter your pass code or have your �nger
print read on newer iPads. But if you didn’t 
see those items, you can check Noti�cations 
from any of the main screens on the iPad. 

To see those Noti�cations, just �ick the 
top of the screen down and you’ll see a 
black screen with white writing. It may give 
current meetings and conditions, and in 
that case, touch the Noti�cations button at 
the top of the screen. �ere you’ll see all of 
your noti�cations, including the apps that 
were updated.

�ere’s also a more thorough listing 
available from the AppStore, however. 
Just go into the AppStore and look for the 
Updates icon in the lower right corner of 
the screen (it looks like a square with a 

downward-pointing arrow). Press that, and 
you’ll see a list of pending and completed 
updates to the apps on your iPad. 

If any of the apps you think you’ll use 
on your �ight are listed, then accept the 
download if the update is pending. Once 
you’ve done that, give the app a test to 
con�rm that it works properly, and also to 
determine what changes may have come 
along with the update. Trying to �gure out 
what happened to a commonly used menu 
item that was changed in the most recent 
update, while you’re �ying the airplane, is 
likely to be problematic.

If there’s also been an update to iOS, 
then it’s time to test all of the apps you 

depend on. Incompatibilities due to iOS 
updates are common, and they can make 
an app you depend on impossible to use 
until it’s �xed. 

And �nally, give mission critical apps 
a test before every �ight. Jeppesen’s EFB 
crash didn’t appear until 24 hours before its 
e�ective date, and while you won’t see that 
problem from that speci�c app again, some
thing like that could happen just as easily 

and unpredictably to so�ware 
critical to your next �ight.

Wayne Rash is based near Washington, 
D.C., where he works as bureau chief 
and senior columnist for eWEEK. He 
has been a pilot since 1968. He can be 
reached at wayne@waynerash.com
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So do a digital preflight before you ever leave your 
office. As Pound suggested, check the charts and 
other airport and en route data for your next flight 
while you’re still in a position to fix something if 
it’s not working right. In addition, check every app 
that you use in the cockpit after every update to 
that app and after every Apple update to iOS.

mailto:wayne@waynerash.com
http://www.buildaplane.org/
http://www.buildaplane.org/
http://www.buildaplane.org/
http://www.buildaplane.org/


By Ted Otto

SUMMER 2015 QUESTIONS  
AND ANSWERS 
Question #1: What are the maximum load limits for the PC-12?

Question #1 Answer:  Flaps up: +3.3gs, -1.3gs; flaps 
down: +2.0gs, -0.0gs

Question #2: What are the minimum flight crew requirements 
for the PC-12?

Question #2 Answer: One pilot in the left-hand seat.

Question #3: Can the airborne weather be turned on while on 
the ground?

Question #3 Answer: In the PC-12NG, the radar can be In the PC-12NG, the radar can be I
turned on from the system/config window of the lower MFD.

Question #4: What is the maximum number of passengers 
allowed in the PC-12?

Question #4 Answer: The maximum number of passen-
ger seats in the cabin is nine.

FALL 2015 QUESTIONS
1. What type of de-ice/anti-ice fluid can be used on the PC-12?

2. What is the maximum differential allowed for landing?

3. What is the rotation speed if you are taking off in the pusher 
ice mode?

4. Takeoff performance charts only go to 10,000 feet. Is that a 
limitation?

Q&AQ&A
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S ometimes you 
just need to 
settle in and 

relax, and Wyoming, 
America’s least popu-
lated state, is just the 
ticket. �e Saratoga Spa 
and Resort in the Platte 
River Basin will provide 
the natural mineral hot 
springs, called “the place 
of magic waters” by the 
original Native Ameri-
can tribes of the region, 
as well as comfortable 
accommodations, enter-
tainment and great food 
and drink.

Best of all, you can �y 
into nearby Shively Field 
(KSAA) and call for a 
free shuttle to bring you 
back to �e Saratoga for 

your stay in the pristine 
shadow of the magni�-
cent Snowy Range and 
Sierra Madre Moun-
tains. You can spend 
your days backpack-
ing in the Platte River 
Wilderness, white water 
ra�ing, �y �shing, kaya-
king, bicycling, canoe-
ing, boating, swimming 
and �shing but in the 
end it’s the hot springs 
that will bring you back.

�e Saratoga has 
created intimate teepee-
covered pools as well as a 
70-foot swimming pool 
�lled with the “waters,” 
which feature particular-
ly high mineral content 
and almost none of the 
typical sulphur smell of 
hot springs. �e water 
temperature in the small 
pools hovers between 

100 and 106 degrees, but 
the big pool is more tem-
perate. �e hot spring 
gurgles up through the 
native rock in the resort’s 
backyard. Toss in the 
luxury of treatments at 
the Healing Waters Spa, 
and your relaxation will 
be complete.

�e Saratoga Resort 
and Spa, an inn built in 
the 1950’s that still has a 
middle-of-the-last-cen-
tury ambiance, takes full 
advantage of the area’s 
geothermal goings-on. 
Each of the 50 guest 
rooms and suites is out-
�tted with featherbeds, 
Pendleton blankets, lo-
cally cra�ed lodge pole 
beds and Western prints 
by Charles Russell and 
Frederick Remington.

Dining options at 

with the Silver Saddle with the Silver Saddle 
Restaurant with a menu 
built around the o�erbuilt around the o�er-
ings of the Platte River 
Basin that include bison, 
elk and whole Colorado 
striped bass. Many of 
the entrees are paired the entrees are paired 
with beers from the with beers from the 
Snowy Mountain Brew-
ery, the resort’s anchor 
brewpub. brewpub. 

�e microbrewery 
boasts eight to 10 di�erboasts eight to 10 di�er-
ent �avors with names 
such as High Altitude 
Hellas, Lone Ranger 
Red, Chocolate Porter 
Meltdown and Honey Meltdown and Honey 
Badger. �e brew 
master, Steve Simpson, 
was an avid home-was an avid home-
brewer for 10 years until brewer for 10 years until 
he turned his hobby he turned his hobby 
professional in 2008 at professional in 2008 at 
the Library Brewery in the Library Brewery in 
Laramie. His years of 
experience and “taste 
tests” have helped make tests” have helped make 
the Snowy Mountain the Snowy Mountain 

Brewery known 
in the micro-
brew market. If 
your relaxation 
demands some 
nightlife, Snowy 
Mountain will 
provide, with em-
phasis on country 

rock, blues, rock, blue-
grass and jazz. 

When your stay is 
over, the shuttle will be 
waiting to take you back 
to Shively Field and its 
8,800-foot paved runway. 
AvGas and Jet A are 
available, and car rental 
agencies are onsite if 
you decide you need to 
explore Carbon County 
further. But there is one 
caveat to �ying in Wyo-
ming. As the AOPA site 
warns, “Be alert! �ere 
may be antelope on the 
runway!”

the big pool is more tem
perate. �e hot spring 
gurgles up through the 
native rock in the resort’s 
backyard. Toss in the 
luxury of treatments at 
the Healing Waters Spa, 
and your relaxation will 
be complete.

and Spa, an inn built in 
the 1950’s that still has a 
middle-of-the-last-cen
tury ambiance, takes full 
advantage of the area’s 
geothermal goings-on. 
Each of the 50 guest 
rooms and suites is out
�tted with featherbeds, 
Pendleton blankets, lo
cally cra�ed lodge pole 
beds and Western prints 
by Charles Russell and 
Frederick Remington.

{ { { { G O T T A  G E T  A W A Y }}}}

WYOMING’S ‘PLACE OF MAGIC 
WATERS’ DELIVERS ON ITS 
PROMISE
BY MICHELLE CARTER

IF YOU GO…
THE SARATOGA SPA AND 
RESORT
601 E. Pic Pike Road
Saratoga WY 82331
800.594.0178

SARATOGARESORTANDSPA.
COM
Shively Field (KSAA)
Saratoga WY 82331
307.326.8335

Hot Spots   Hot Spots   Hot Spots TRAVEL

Brewery known 

�e Saratoga start 
with the Silver Saddle with the Silver Saddle 

Brewery known 
in the micro
brew market. If 
your relaxation 
demands some 
nightlife, Snowy 
Mountain will 
provide, with em
phasis on country WYOMING’S ‘PLACE OF MAGIC 

Brewery known 

G O T T A  G E T  A W A Y }}
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PC-12 TRAINING SPECIALIST
LEGACY and PC-12 NG

INITIAL and REFRESHER COURSES   •   S.O.E. INSURANCE APPROVED

eTRAINING

PC-12 LEGACY
and PC-12 NG

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION VISIT:

www.roncoxaviation.com
E-mail: info@roncoxaviation.com   •   Mobile: (772) 538-1965

All courses are taught by Ron 
Cox. Ron has over 25 years 
experience in the advanced 
aviation training business.

NOW AVAILABLE

Expert Flight Instruction 
& Consultation Services    ✔ Convenient

   ✔ Economical

   ✔ Standardized

http://www.roncoxaviation.com/
mailto:info@roncoxaviation.com
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I t’s unlikely that 
many of us think 
of Los Angeles for 

a weekend getaway, but 
aerospace bu�s may 
be missing a bet if they 
haven’t punched their 
California Science Cen-
ter ticket.

Tucked into a corner 
of Exposition Park 
near the University of 
Southern California, the 
center is the new home 
of the Space Shuttle En-
deavour, and the Samuel 
Oschin Air and Space 
Center is growing up 
around it. By 2018, the 
Oschin Center expects 
to have Endeavor sitting 
erect in launch position 
with its �ight-quali�ed 
external tank in position 

At 78 feet wide, 57 
feet high and 122 feet 
long — longer than two 
school buses, Endeavor’s 
relocation from Cape 
Canaveral, Fla., was no 
simple task. First, it was 
hoisted onto the back of 
a Boeing 747 and ferried 
to Edwards Air Force 
Base in California’s high 
desert. A�er a celebratory 
�y-over of some of Cali-
fornia’s landmarks and 
a landing at Los Angeles 
International Airport, 
the biggest adventure was 
yet to come, transport-
ing Endeavour through 
the heart of urban Los 
Angeles to its new home. 
More than 100 techni-
cians were required on 
the 12-mile and 68-hour 

journey to li� power journey to li� power 
lines, remove tra�c lights 
and even cut down trees 
to �nish the task.

Now it sits in �ight 
position on the �oor of 
the center, but Endeav-
our’s �nal payload, a 
con�guration similar 
to the STS-118 mis-
sion, consisting of a 
�own SPACEHAB and 
other equipment, sit 
around her. �e payload 
doors are made of very 
lightweight composite 
material and were not 
designed to be operated 
under the gravitational 
pull of Earth. A special 
support system had to be 
created so they could re-
main open at the exhibit.

For those who can’t 
pass up a chance to 
ogle some of the more 
basic aviation thrills, 
don’t miss the exhibits 
of the A-12 Blackbird, 
the F-20 Tigershark, the 
Northrop T-38 Talon, 
the 1902 Wright Glide, 
the Lilienthal Glider and 
the Velie Monocoupe.

�e best General Avia-
tion access to Exposition 
Park uses Hawthorne 
Municipal Field (KHHR) 
just a tad southeast of the 
massive LAX complex. 

To pass 
through the 
Class B space at 
LAX, ask SoCal ATC 
for the Mini Route, and 
you’ll be over Haw-
thorne’s Jack Northrop 
Field in a minute or 
so. All the necessary 
amenities are available, 
including car rentals, 
but a cab will drop you 
at the Science Center or 
the Radisson across the 
street in 12-15 minutes. 
From there, everything is 
accessible by foot.

While you’re in the 
neighborhood, the 
Western Museum of 
Flight is just a quick 
hop to Torrance 
(KTOA) and Louis 
Zamperini Field. (You 
may recognize the 
name if you saw the 
movie “Unbroken.”) �e 
museum is a non-pro�t, 
educational institution 
dedicated to preserving 
and displaying aircra� 
history and artifacts of 
Southern California’s 
aviation heritage. �e 
Air Museum o�ers an 
inside look at completed 
and in-progress aircra� 
restoration projects. 
�e collection includes 
numerous warbirds, 

drones, piston and jet 
aircra� engines and 
components, World War 
II instruments and an 
extensive model aircra� 
collection.

�is getaway weekend 
may turn into more of 
a “get into” weekend, 
but it won’t be short on 
goosebumps.

To pass 
through the 

for the Mini Route, and 
you’ll be over Haw
thorne’s Jack Northrop 

but a cab will drop you 

the Radisson across the 

Western Museum of 

hop to Torrance 

may recognize the 

movie “Unbroken.”) �e 
museum is a non-pro�t, 

history and artifacts of 

Air Museum o�ers an 

goosebumps.

IF YOU GO…
CALIFORNIA SCIENCE 
CENTER
700 Exposition Park Drive
Los Angeles CA 90037
323.724.3623
CaliforniaScienceCenter.org

HAWTHORNE MUNICIPAL 
AIRPORT (KHHR)
12101 S. Crenshaw Blvd.
Hawthorne CA 90250
310.349.1635
CityofHawthorne.org/airport

TORRANCE AIRPORT (KTOA)
3315 Airport Drive, Red 
Baron #3 
Torrance CA 90505 
Telephone: 310.326.9544 
TorranceCA.gov/airport

WESTERN MUSEUM OF 
FLIGHT
3315 Airport Drive, Red 
Baron #3 
Torrance CA 90505 
310.326.9544
WMOF.com

RADISSON HOTEL USC
3540 S Figueroa St, Los 
Angeles, CA 90007
213.748.4141
Radisson.com

HEAD FOR L.A. FOR AN AVIATION 
JUNKIE’S PARADISE
BY MICHELLE CARTER
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external tank in position 
next to it. don’t miss the exhibits 

of the A-12 Blackbird, 
the F-20 Tigershark, the 
Northrop T-38 Talon, 
the 1902 Wright Glide, 
the Lilienthal Glider and 
the Velie Monocoupe.

tion access to Exposition 
Park uses Hawthorne 
Municipal Field (KHHR) 
just a tad southeast of the just a tad southeast of the 
massive LAX complex. 

Class B space at 
LAX, ask SoCal ATC 
for the Mini Route, and 

aircra� and target 
drones, piston and jet 
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Living Legend,
Founder & President

770.458.9851     •     eppsaviation.com     •     PDK - Atlanta

A LEGENDARY
FBO

T hree unique 
forts, each more 
than a century 

old and each re�ect-
ing the unique history 
of the Big Bend region 
of west Texas, provide 
the accommodations 
at Cibolo Creek Ranch, 
nestled in the Chinati 
and Ciénega Mountains 
along the Rio Grande.

Constructed in 1857, 
the �rst fort at Cíbolo 
Creek – El Fortin del 
Cíbolo – initially served 
as a defensive measure 
for the trade enterprise 
of Milton Faver. As his 
business began to �our-
ish from one cart into 
a ranching empire that 
boasted cattle, sheep, 
goats and agricultural 
goods, he added two ad-

ditional structures – El 
Fortin de la Ciénega and 
El Fortin de la Morita. 
Each of the forts has 
retained historic details 
and authentic touches 
of the past: Adobe walls, 
cottonwood beams and 
period antiques, with 
the subtle addition of 
modern amenities.

El Fortin is unique in 
that it doesn’t have elec-
tricity. Guests must rely 
on oil lamps for light, 
cool breezes in place of 
air conditioning, a gas-
log stove that provides 
heat, and a gas-burning 
water heater, so a stay 
there epitomizes the 
notion of  “getting away 
from it all.”

What to do while 
you’re “getting away”? 

How about a guided 
Hum-vee ride to see 
more than a few species 
of wildlife, including the 
American bu�alo, Car-
men mountains white-
tailed deer, mule deer, 
elk, aoudad, coyotes, 
black bears, javelinas, 
mountain lions and bob-
cats/ringtail cats. Or head 
for the waterfalls or even 
the University of Texas 
McDonald Observatory 
for world-class stargazing 
unspoiled by the lights 
of a big city.  Smaller 12-
inch Meade telescopes 
are set up at Cibolo 
and Ciénega forts for 
personal night viewing.

No one can come to 
Texas without getting 
on the back of a horse 
for a ride through the 

mountains, mesas and 
canyons of the ranch’s 
30,000 acres. Most 
guided rides originate 
from El Cibolo and can 
be arranged for one-
to-three hours. For the 
complete experience, 
throw in an authentic 
camp�re with stories, 
songs and good food. 

�e lake at the ranch 
is stocked to make its 
catch-and-release �shing 
well worth the journey, 
but if you’d prefer just to 
�oat and watch, more 
than 500 species of birds, 
from golden eagles and 
peregrine falcons to 
roadrunners and tur-
keys, as well as 18 known 
species of bats are out 
there to see. 

Cibolo’s remote setting 

�cult destination for the 
land-locked, but aviators 
have access to the ranch’s 
private airstrip (TS15), 
which o�ers a 5,300-foot 
runway with a surface of 
crushed rock and asphalt 
with an emulsion coating 
and a paved tie-down 
area. �e elevation is 
4,400 feet above sea level. 
Ranch sta� will be wait-
ing when you arrive and 
will take you the four 
miles to the main o�ce.  

However, note that 
there’s no fuel available, 
but several nearby air-
ports (Marfa Municipal, 
Alpine-Casparis and Pre-
sidio Lely International 
o�er self-service fuel.

Everything about Ci-
bolo Creek Ranch seems 
to be largely untouched 
by push and pull of 
most of our daily lives. 
If you really want to “get 
away,” this is where the 
getting’s good.

�cult destination for the 
land-locked, but aviators 
have access to the ranch’s 
private airstrip (TS15), 
which o�ers a 5,300-foot 

with an emulsion coating 

4,400 feet above sea level. 

will take you the four 
miles to the main o�ce.

there’s no fuel available, 
but several nearby air
ports (Marfa Municipal, 
Alpine-Casparis and Pre

bolo Creek Ranch seems 
to be largely untouched 
by push and pull of 
most of our daily lives. 

getting’s good.

IF YOU GO…
CIBOLO CREEK RANCH
HCR 67, Box 44
Marfa, Texas 78943
432.229.3737
CibiloCreekRanch.com

CIBOLO CREEK RANCH 
AIRSTRIP (TS15)
Call 432.229.3737 several days 
before you plan to arrive.
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WANT TO GET AWAY 
FROM IT ALL? HERE 
THE GETTING’S GOOD.
BY MICHELLE CARTER
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A LEGENDARY
FBO

Epps Aviation is a 
full service FBO at 
PDK with a specialty in
Pilatus since 1996.

· Authorized Pilatus 
Sales & Service Center

·   New & Pre-Owned 
Aircraft

· Brokerage, Acquisition 
& Management 
Services

·  Comprehensive
 Maintenance &
 Avionics Needs

· Flight Deck & 
 Cabin Upgrades



Visit www.simulator.com to see a video describing 

why SIMCOM’s instructors, simulators and training 

locations will make your training experience special.

why SIMCOM’s instructors, simulators and training 

locations will make your training experience special.

CALL NOW ABOUT OUR NEW
“EXPRESS RECURRENT”

DESIGNED BY PILOTS FOR PILOTS

TAILORED TO YOUR 

SPECIFIC NEEDS

Visit www.simulator.com to see a video describing 

why SIMCOM’s instructors, simulators and training 

Visit www.simulator.com to see a video describing 

why SIMCOM’s instructors, simulators and training 

SimCom is proud to be the Exclusive Factory 
Authorized training provider for the PC-12 NG 
fleet and has been since 1996.  Nothing 
sharpens your flying skills and prepares you 
for the unexpected like simulator training.

Exclusive Factory AuthorizedExclusive Factory AuthorizedExclusive Factory AuthorizedExclusive Factory AuthorizedExclusive Factory AuthorizedExclusive Factory Authorized
Simulator Training ProviderSimulator Training ProviderSimulator Training ProviderSimulator Training ProviderSimulator Training ProviderSimulator Training ProviderSimulator Training ProviderSimulator Training ProviderSimulator Training Provider

locations will make your training experience special.

sharpens your flying skills and prepares you 

VALUE. PERSONALIZED. FRIENDLY.

© 2015 SIMCOM Training Centers. All rights reserved.
866.692.1994...Nothing Prepares You Like Simulator Training.
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CALL NOW

Visit SIMCOM’s website at simulator.com

http://www.simulator.com/

